
2019~2020 Middle School Supply List  
Note: This is a general supply list.  More supplies may need to be restocked throughout the year. 

 
Assignment Book/Agenda will be given to students. 
200 page (or close approximate) spiral notebook with pockets for Math 6, Foundations of Pre  

Algebra 7 and Pre Algebra  7 and 8.  
( 8th grade Algebra 1 students should refer to the HS supply list) 

Binders - Each of the following requires 1 inch of binder space: 
Language Arts Grades 6-8 
Spanish Grades 6-8 
History 6 
History 7 
History 8 
Bible 8 
Science requires its own ½” or 1“ binder to be kept in classroom unless using a Trapper  
         Keeper style binder  

     Students may choose which size binder(s) work(s) best for them.  Options are a 1 inch  
     binder for each category or something larger to include Spanish with other subjects.  If a student  
     finds it easier to stay organized with a Trapper Keeper style binder, then that is acceptable.  
     It is suggested that  parents keep the receipts and do not write on the binders until the students  
     have met with their teachers and have seen their schedules. Some binders may be returned if  
     too many have been purchased. 
Mead style Composition notebooks 
           1 for Language Arts 
           1 for Bible  
           1 for Spanish  
Green vinyl folder with pockets for Chinese 
1 vinyl folder with pockets for science 
Blue or black pens for English  
Red pens for the following classes: 

- Math – need two pens 
- Foreign Language 

Colored pens for correcting (any colors EXCEPT blue or black) for English 
Mechanical pencils with lead and erasers for the following classes:  

Math (0.7 mm only), History, Bible, Science, and Foreign Language. (6th-8th) 
Highlighters - one pack to be used in all classes 
Expo Markers for the following classes: 

- English -2 packs low odor dry erase markers - all dark colors (no red) 
- Math- 1 pack low odor dry erase markers- all dark colors (no red) 
- Science - 1 pack 
- 8th Grade Algebra I  - 4 blue Expo markers  

Eraser or old sock for dry erase board - Math/Science 
Hand held pencil eraser for Math 
Pencil pouch  

1 box of 8 colored pencils  for Science/Spanish each 
1  glue stick for Science/Spanish each 



 
NIV Bible with Concordance (6th-8th) 

(NIV is used in class, but if the student already owns another version, he or she is welcome 
to use that Bible in class.) 

Tabbed dividers for binder (10 total) 

-  Four for English – marked as literature, composition, return papers, fix it 
- Three for Foreign Language 

5 page protectors for English 
3X5 Note cards (any color) 

- 300 for English lined 
- 100 for Math 
- 100 for Spanish  
- Index card rings for Spanish 

Notebook paper for all subjects except Math 
Paper bags to make book cover  

- Math - Paper bag and extra  large stretch book cover 
- Science 
- History 

TI-30XA Calculator (may be used through Algebra II) 
 – labeled in Sharpie with name (on calculator, not on cover!) 

 
 

 
 


